RECYCLING INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
FROM HYSTER AND BOLZONI AURAMO

Hyster is an innovative leader in materials handling equipment, building forklifts to withstand the elements of manufacturing and providing resourceful tools to improve efficiency and safety. Bolzoni Auramo offers convenient, functional designs that are service friendly. Together, Hyster and Bolzoni Auramo provide a reliable, resourceful forklift that will positively transform your day-to-day operations.

BOLZONI AURAMO BALE CLAMPS FEATURE A ROBUST AND RELIABLE DESIGN AND ARE HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE:

- T-Profile frame with strong, durable steel
- Robust, yet thin arm profile design allows for excellent visibility through, above and around the clamp frame for ease of use
- Gripping steel rods inside the arms add strength and durability
- Pressure relief valve on sideshifting opening and clamping function help prevent damage to the clamp or load
- Wear bars under the bale arms and frame provide protection and ease of service
- Integral sideshift design for precise and efficient handling
- Hydraulic valve assembly is located behind the steel frame for added protection
- Special / customized openings as required can accommodate specific requirements
- Pressure gauge can be set to ensure proper clamping force to reduce potential of over clamping
- Customized arm dimensions to meet unique customer requirements
- Special arm configurations available for handling inside containers and box cars

Bale clamp ready Hyster lift trucks:
- S40-70FT
- S55FTS
- S80-120FT
- S80-120FTBCS
- S120FTPRS
- S120FTS
- S120FTS
- H40-70FT
- H80-120FT

Bale clamps are designed to assist customers with properly and efficiently moving:
- pulp bales
- recycled aluminum bales
- recycled clothing bales
- recycled paper bales
- waste paper bales